
Round 11 – Under 11’s Surrey Park v Brunswick Dragons 

This week our Dragons travelled out to Surrey Hills to face Surrey Park in a rematch from 

Round 2. Led out by our captain for the day David Marchione, the Dragons looked fired up 

and ready to battle it out in the slippery and muddy conditions. In a very even first term, both 

sides demonstrated some tough tackling and great clearance work. A long bomb was 

marked in our goal square and the Dragons were on the scoreboard. Surrey Park hit back 

shortly after and at the first break it was all square. At quarter time, the score was Surrey 

Park 1.2.8 to Brunswick Dragons 1.2.8. 

The Dragons stepped up the pressure in the second quarter. We began to dominate the 

centre clearances and some long kicking into our forward line kept the opposition defence 

under constant pressure. Three brilliant kicks to our leading forwards and some fantastic 

defensive work allowed us to extend our lead while keeping the opposition goalless for the 

quarter. The score at half time was Surrey Park 1.4.10 to Brunswick Dragons 4.5.29. 

At half time we spoke about keeping the pressure up and defending well and that is just what 

we did in the third quarter. A long kick into the goal square was capped off with a great 

contested mark and goal and the Dragons were up and running. Our defence rebounded 

everything the opposition threw at them once again keeping the goalless for the term. A kick 

into or forward 50m line was picked up and a quick handball to a running player was finished 

off with another major.  Our pressure all over the ground allowed us to win the ball back time 

and again. A great contest on the wing was pushed forward and picked up 70m from goal. A 

galloping run from the wing into the 50m line (including 7 bounces mind you) saw the ball 

sail straight through the big sticks….one for the highlight reels!!! The three quarter time score 

was Surrey Park 1.6.12 to Brunswick Dragons 7.5.47. 

Holding onto a comfortable lead going into the last quarter, the Dragons were determined to 

keep up their efforts until the final siren. Both sides played a great attacking game of footy 

and the ball moved from end to end with some outstanding skills on display. The Dragons 

kept up the tackling and pressure and were able to kick another 2 goals for the term in a 

great 4 quarter effort!  

Final Score: Surrey Park 3.7.25 to Brunswick Dragons 9.5.59. 

Congratulations to David Marchione on being awarded the medal for best player on ground 

by the opposition. David was outstanding competing in the ruck, at centre half back and at 

centre half forward taking a number of strong and courageous contested marks all over the 

ground. He ran hard all day and his long kicking was a feature in a fantastic display of footy. 

Well done David!! 

Today the Dragons switched on from the first bounce in a fantastic 4 quarter performance. 

Our pressure all over the ground and hard running was highlighted by the opposition 

coaches. What was very pleasing was the courage displayed by our side and the willingness 

to put their head over the ball and work hard for each other until the final siren!  

 

Well done Dragons! 

David La Greca - Under 11 Coach 


